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The magnetic ground state of the quasi-one-dimensional spin-1 antiferromagnetic chain is sensitive
to the relative sizes of the single-ion anisotropy (D) and the intrachain (J) and interchain (J 0 )
exchange interactions. The ratios D/J and J 0 /J dictate the material’s placement in one of three
competing phases: a Haldane gapped phase, a quantum paramagnet and an XY -ordered state, with
a quantum critical point at their junction. We have identified [Ni(HF)2 (pyz)2 ]SbF6 , where pyz =
pyrazine, as a rare candidate in which this behavior can be explored in detail. Combining neutron
scattering (elastic and inelastic) in applied magnetic fields of up to 10 tesla and magnetization
measurements in fields of up to 60 tesla with numerical modeling of experimental observables, we
are able to obtain accurate values of all of the parameters of the Hamiltonian [D = 13.3(1) K,
J = 10.4(3) K and J 0 = 1.4(2) K], despite the polycrystalline nature of the sample. Densityfunctional theory calculations result in similar couplings (J = 9.2 K, J 0 = 1.8 K) and predict
that the majority of the total spin population resides on the Ni(II) ion, while the remaining spin
density is delocalized over both ligand types. The general procedures outlined in this paper permit
phase boundaries and quantum-critical points to be explored in anisotropic systems for which single
crystals are as yet unavailable.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of arranging interacting magnetic moments in chains or planes has excited theorists and experimentalists alike for many years. The pioneering work by
Kosterlitz and Thouless on properties of the XY model
(a two-dimensional vector spin model that possesses U(1)
or circular symmetry)1,2 , and by Haldane on integerspin chains3,4 has had far-reaching implications, culminating in the award of the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics5 .
More recently, interest in predicting and controlling the
magnetic ground state of S = 1 quantum magnets has
been fueled by the realization of a myriad of magnetic
phases in a series of metal-organic coordination compounds. This includes the observation of field-induced
Bose-Einstein condensation in NiCl2 -4SC(NH2 )2 [6–8],
as well as the development of a Haldane phase in both
[Ni(C2 H8 N2 )2 NO2 ]ClO4 [9] and [Ni(HF2 )(3-Clpy)4 ]BF4
(Clpy = C5 H4 NCl = chloropyridine) [10–12]. Groundstate diversity is attributable to the interplay between the
single-ion anisotropy (D) and Heisenberg spin-exchange
interactions in these materials, which are determined (in

part) by the lattice geometry12 . The flexibility offered
by the crystal structures of quasi-one dimensional (Q1D)
coordination polymers renders them ideal systems to advance our understanding of the quantum-critical phenomena associated with S = 1 systems.
The magnetic ground state of a Q1D S = 1 antiferromagnet (AFM) is particularly sensitive to both the precise nature of D and its strength compared to J, the
intrachain Heisenberg spin-exchange interaction10 . The
Hamiltonian in a magnetic field (B ≈ µ0 H) is
X
X
H=
JSi .Sj +
J 0 Si .Sj 0
<i,j>

+

<i,j 0 >

X

D(Siz )2 + gµB Si .B ,

(1)

i

where S is the spin of each ion (i), hi, ji denotes a sum
over nearest neighbors, J 0 is the strength of the interchain
interaction, a primed index in the summation describes
the interaction with a nearest neighbor in an adjacent
chain and g is the isotropic g-factor.
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Unlike classical systems, ideal S = 1 chains (J 0 = 0)
are vulnerable to strong quantum fluctuations11 , which
can have a profound influence on the magnetic ground
state and act to suppress long-range order. Quantum
Monte-Carlo (QMC) simulations predict that for easyplane anisotropy, a Haldane ground state gives way to
quantum paramagnetism (QP) as the D/J ratio increases. On the other hand, the effects of J 0 are to alleviate the quantum disorder and induce an XY -AFM
ordered phase (i.e., an AFM with the anti-aligned spins
lying in a two-dimensional plane)10 . A phase diagram
illustrating these phenomena is shown in Fig. 12 below. (If D = 0, the ordered phase will be a Néel-type
AFM10 .) The three magnetic phases are expected to converge at a quantum critical point (QCP) [13], located at
D/J = 0.97 for purely 1D chains (Fig. 12) [12]. Therefore, the ability to measure J, J 0 and D precisely, in addition to obtaining an unambiguous experimental determination of the magnetic ground state in real systems, is
a crucial step towards testing the theoretical predictions
of quantum phenomena in Q1D S = 1 chains. However,
as we now describe, this has proved difficult in the case
of polycrystalline samples, particularly for those systems
in which the exchange and anisotropy energies are similar in magnitude. A major challenge is the time required
to hone synthetic methods sufficiently to obtain single
crystals large enough for many measurement techniques.
Therefore it is frequently the newest, most exciting families of materials that are most difficult to characterize.
In the absence of a magnetic field and strong spinexchange interactions, systems described by Eqn. 1 are
dominated by single-ion anisotropy. This energy term
acts to remove the spin-microstate degeneracy of paramagnetic Ni(II) ions (ms = 0, ±1) and is dependent upon
both the metal-ligand electronic structure and the spindensity distribution. For hexa-coordinated Ni(II) coordination complexes, this zero-field splitting (ZFS) of energy
levels can result in a singlet (D > 0) or doublet ground
state with D-values that have been found to span the
range −32 ≤ D ≤ 20 K [14,15]. So long as the Ni· · · Ni
spin-exchange interactions are weak, the D-value in complexes of this type may be characterized by magnetic susceptibility, magnetization, and heat capacity measurements. However, a reliable estimation of both the size
and sign of D in polycrystalline samples is only possible via these techniques if one can apply magnetic fields
of a sufficient strength to significantly align the spins16 .
Electron-spin resonance (ESR) is also frequently used to
determine the anisotropy and can work well for powdered
samples, but only provided the frequency-field combination that matches the ZFS can be achieved.
For exchange-coupled systems, the sensitivity of bulk
thermodynamic probes to the spin correlations further
complicates the extraction of a unique value for the
single-ion anisotropy. A resolution to this problem is
offered by microscopic probes such as inelastic neutron
scattering (INS), which is well suited to distinguish the
effects of spin-exchange interactions from those of single-

ion anisotropy. The origin of spin excitations (spinwave or crystal-field levels) may be discriminated by their
wave-vector (Q) and energy-transfer (E) dependence17 .
In the past, successful treatment of INS data has relied on
D-only models (ignoring J), as found in high-nuclearity
Mn(III) complexes18,19 , J-only models (ignoring D) in
some Co(II) complexes20–22 or J > D as determined in
Q1D MnCl2 (urea)2 [23]. To the best of our knowledge,
analysis of powder INS spectra has not been successfully tested in multi-parameter systems where D ≈ J
until now. Without INS data, density-functional theory
(DFT) is often implemented to validate thermodynamic
parameters according to a prescribed Hamiltonian (such
as Eqn. 1). The results, however, are sensitive to the basis set employed and require experimental support if one
is to have confidence in the outcome24–26 .
Here we describe a complete experimental procedure
to determine the H, T phase diagram and all of the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6
(pyz = pyrazine = C4 H4 N2 ), despite the lack of suitable
single crystals. This material is composed of linear HF−
2
pillars that mediate an intrachain Ni—Ni exchange coupling (J), while bridging pyrazine ligands provide four
equivalent interactions (J 0 ) to neighboring chains27,28 .
The material enters an AFM ordered phase below 12.2 K
and exhibits D/J ≈ 1, along with a predicted J 0 /J ≈ 0.1
(from DFT calculations) [27]. It therefore provides a rare
opportunity to study the magnetic properties of a system
close to the three competing Q1D ground states.
Below the ordering temperature, elastic neutron scattering of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 reveals that the zero-field
magnetic structure is that of a 3D XY -AFM ground
state. Based on this result, the anisotropic critical field
observed in powder magnetization measurements can
then be interpreted within an easy-plane, mean-field picture to initially estimate values of D = 15(1) K and
nhJi = 22.4(2) K (n = number of magnetic nearest
neighbors and hJi = average spin-exchange interaction
strength). Applying Eqn. 1 in SPINW29 , we model powder INS spin-wave spectra to deconvolute the two distinct AFM contributions to nhJi to yield J = 10.4(3) K
and J 0 = 1.4(2) K that we assign to Ni—FHF—Ni and
Ni—pyz—Ni interactions, respectively. Given these parameters, we find good agreement with the predictions of
QMC calculations for the low-temperature phase and this
result is used to explain the form of the field-temperature
phase diagram revealed by heat capacity and magnetization measurements. We compare these parameters
to those obtained from low-field magnetic susceptibility measurements and demonstrate the shortcomings in
modeling these data in the absence of other information. Lastly, we provide a detailed analysis of the spindensity distribution and exchange-coupling constants as
predicted by periodic DFT calculations.
Full details of the experimental methods and theoretical calculations and simulations can be found in the Supplemental Material30 .
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the related quasi-two-dimensional (Q2D) layered coordination polymers NiZ 2 (pyz)2 (Z = Cl, Br, I, NCO), which
crystallize in the I4/mmm space group31,32 . The structurally related material, Ni(NCS)2 (pyz)2 , has monoclinic
symmetry and no apparent pyz disorder31 .
Interstitial sites within the [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]+ framework are occupied by charge-compensating SbF−
6 ions.
Significant close contacts of 2.478 Å exist between
pyrazine H-atoms and equatorial Fs from the SbF−
6
[Fig. 1; dashed lines]. These weak C—H· · · F hydrogen
bonds probably constrain the pyz ligands to a single configuration and are unlikely to contribute to significant
additional magnetic exchange mechanisms.

FIG. 1. [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 structure determined by microcrystal X-ray diffraction (T = 15 K). The material is a polymeric metal-organic framework including interstitial SbF−
6
ions. Each Sb atom occupies the 4-fold rotation axis that
lies parallel to the c-direction but the centroid of the SbF−
6
ion is displaced about 0.6 Å from the ideal body-centered
position. For clarity, only the lower right quadrant depicts
the weak hydrogen bonds that exist between pyz ligands and
the SbF−
6 ion (H· · · F = 2.478 Å; dashed lines). Ni = grey, H
= cyan, F = green, C = black, N = blue, Sb = purple.
II.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Low-temperature chemical and magnetic
structure

Microcrystal X-ray diffraction. The 15 K structure
(Fig. 1) of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 was solved in the tetragonal space group P 4/nmm based on the single-crystal
X-ray diffraction data. (Full details of the structural
refinement are given in Table S1 in the Supplemental
Material. Selected bond lengths and bond angles can
be found in Table S2 [30].) Each Ni(II) ion is axiallycoordinated to two F atoms at a distance of 2.076(1) Å.
These F atoms belong to bridging HF−
2 ligands that
form one-dimensional linear Ni—FHF—Ni chains along
the c-axis with respective F· · · F and Ni· · · Ni separations
of 2.276(1) Å and 6.4292(1) Å. These linkages mediate
an intrachain interaction through σ-bond magnetic coupling as established by experiment and DFT (see below). Pyrazine ligands join the Ni(II) ions [Ni—N =
2.098(1) Å] along the [110] and [11̄0] directions to produce two-dimensional (2D) square sheets in the ab-plane,
which have equal Ni—Ni separations of 6.9860(2) Å and
provide the interchain interactions. The slight difference in Ni—F and Ni—N bond lengths results in a
weakly compressed octahedral NiN4 F2 coordination environment. Trans-coordinated pyz ligands are counterrotated and tilt away from the NiN4 plane by 73.04(4)◦ .
The ordering of the pyz ligands in [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6
contrasts the two-fold positional disorder encountered in

Elastic neutron scattering. The chemical structure of
[Ni(HF2 )(pyz-d4 )2 ]SbF6 was refined at 1.5 and 20 K using Rietveld analysis as implemented in FULLPROF [33].
Structural parameters derived from the microcrystal Xray study of the hydrogenated phase were used as initial input. As anticipated, the deuterated material was
isostructural to the hydrogenated phase and the magnetic
properties of the two compounds were found to be very
similar based on susceptibility measurements. (Unit-cell
parameters derived from neutron scattering can be found
in Table S3 in the Supplemental Material, whereas Table S2 compares bond lengths and bond angles provided
by the X-ray and neutron experiments30 ).
Examining the difference in scattered neutron intensity obtained at 1.5 and 20 K [Fig. 2(a)] reveals three
distinct Bragg peaks at approximately 3.94 Å, 4.19 Å,
and 7.85 Å that do not overlap any nuclear peaks. These
are attributed to long-range AFM order of Ni(II) moments in the material. Indexing of the superlattice peak
at 7.85 Å requires doubling of the chemical unit cell along
the c-axis. This indicates that the intrachain interaction
along the HF−
2 bridge is AFM in nature, as was also found
to be the case in the isostructural Cu(II) and Co(II) congeners27 . Thus, the magnetic unit cell corresponds to a
propagation vector k = (0, 0, 21 ) referenced to reciprocal
lattice vectors based on the chemical unit cell.
Symmetry analysis using ISODISTORT34 gave four irreducible representations, which correspond to candidate
magnetic structures with either ferromagnetic (FM) or
antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbour magnetic moments
in the ab-plane. In either case, the magnetic moments
may be oriented exactly parallel or perpendicular to
the tetragonal c-axis. The magnetic moments separated
along the c-axis are aligned antiparallel, consistent with
the magnetic propagation vector (0, 0, 12 ). Structurefactor calculations demonstrated that the FM, and AFM
ab-plane structures have opposite reflection conditions,
allowing the FM case to be ruled out. Two spin directions are then unique by symmetry:
(i) spins orthogonal to the crystallographic c-axis; or
(ii) spins parallel to the c-axis.
These two scenarios were tested through refinement of
the respective magnetic structure models against the
diffraction data. It was found that only scenario (i)
quantitatively predicts the relative intensities of all of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

M(T) = M(0)(1-T/Tc)!

FIG. 2. Elastic neutron scattering data. (a) Magnetic diffraction pattern (red points) for [Ni(HF2 )(pyz-d4 )2 ]SbF6 obtained by
subtracting data collected at 20 K from that collected at 1.5 K (see Supplementary Information30 ). The fitted spectrum (black
line) has the Ni(II) moment lying in the ab-plane. Bragg peaks are indicated by ticks and the blue line is the difference between
the data and the fit. The insets show a comparison of the model calculated with the moments perpendicular (i) or parallel (ii)
to the c-axis. (b) Zero-field magnetic structure (omitting pyz Hs and SbF−
6 ). Collinear XY −ordered Ni(II) magnetic moment
vectors are indicated by red arrows. The translucent red arrows demonstrate uncertainty in the global orientation of the
magnetic moments in the ab-plane. (c) T −dependence of the ordered Ni(II) magnetic moment. The power law fit (see text)
yields Tc = 12.13(7) K and β = 0.141(1).

the measured magnetic Bragg peaks, as is clearly shown
in Fig. 2(a), and corroborated by the respective agreement factors (Rmag ) of 5.89 % and 18.6 % for scenario
(i) and (ii), respectively. General comparison between
calculated (Fc2 ) and observed (Fo2 ) structure factors for
preferred configuration (i) show very good correlation
(see Table S4 [30]). The powder-averaged data were
found to be insensitive to the global moment orientation within the ab-plane. We therefore conclude that
[Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 exhibits the 3D XY -AFM ground
state depicted in Fig. 2(b).
At T = 1.5 K, the experimentally determined Ni(II)
magnetic moment has a magnitude of 2.03(7)µB , which is
very close to the full moment expected for an S = 1 ion,
gSµB = 2.08µB , given the published27 powder-average
g-factor. This observed full moment precludes strong
quantum fluctuations in the ground state which were

prominent in the Q2D Heisenberg S = 21 Cu(II) congener, for which a reduced ordered moment of 0.6(1)µB
was found35 . The differing results can be attributed to
the smaller spin-quantum number and strong quantum
fluctuations, the significantly smaller J 0 /J ratio, and the
lack of single-ion anisotropy in the copper material.
Data plotted in Fig. 2(c) were obtained by fitting
the ordered moment to each measured diffraction pattern. The resulting fit of these data to the power law36 ,
β
M (T ) = M (0) [1 − T /Tc ] , yielded Tc = 12.13(7) K
and β = 0.141(1). For most systems the critical region in which power-law behavior applies is restricted
to 1 − T /Tc < 10−2 [37]. Sparse data in the vicinity of
Tc suggests caution in assigning β to a particular model.
Field-dependent heat capacity and susceptibility. The
H = 0 heat capacity plotted as Cp /T versus T [Fig. 3(a)]
shows a sharp maximum at 12.2(1) K, indicating a tran-
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H=0

FIG. 3. (a) Ratio of heat capacity to temperature T for [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 (points). Data for T > 32 K have been fitted
(arrows) to a model of one Debye and two Einstein modes (line). The inset shows the magnetic entropy up to 35 K where
it can be seen to approach the expected value of R ln 3 for S = 1 ions. (b) Magnetic heat capacity (Cmag ) exhibits a broad
maximum preceding a sharp transition at 12.2(1) K, indicating the onset of long-range order. Data below 8 K were fitted to a
power law, T n , yielding n = 3.09(3). (c) Field dependence of Tc for 0 ≤ µ0 H ≤ 9 T. (d) Field-dependent linear susceptibility
(M/µ0 H) versus T , showing a broad maximum, the temperature of which is suppressed by increasing H.

sition to long-range order in addition to a sloping background due to the phonon contribution. The data for
T ≥ 32 K have been modeled38 with one Debye and two
Einstein phonon modes (the resulting fit parameters are
tabulated in Table S5 [30]). The three lattice modes show
similar energy scales to those deduced from analogous
analysis of the copper38 and cobalt35 isomorphs, which
results from the shared structure of this family of compounds. Subtracting the phonon heat capacity from the
total measured heat capacity of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 ,
the magnetic heat capacity shows a broad hump that
develops on cooling and precedes a transition to longrange order (Fig. 3). This broad feature corresponds to
a significant reduction in the spin entropy for T > Tc (inset) and is likely to result from the combination of two
mechanisms that restrict the magnetic degrees of freedom
of the system: (i) development of XY -anisotropy of the
individual Ni(II) moments, as well as (ii) the build-up
of AFM spin correlations among neighboring Ni(II) ions
dispersed along the Ni—FHF—Ni chains.
For T  Tc , spin-wave excitations are the dominant
contribution to the magnetic heat capacity. The data
below 8 K have been represented with a power law T n ,
where n has a fitted value of n = 3.09(3). This exponent was previously reported for the total sample heat
capacity27 , but the new results specifically exclude con-

tributions to the measurement from the Debye mode. A
T 3 dependence of the heat capacity is expected for an
AFM ordered system within which the magnetic excitations (magnons) propagate in three dimensions39 , which
highlights the need to include the effects of J and J 0 in
the analysis of the spin-wave excitation spectra measured
from inelastic neutron data (see below).
The field dependence of the heat capacity [µ0 H ≤ 9 T;
Fig. 3(c)] and the linear susceptibility [M/µ0 H; µ0 H ≤
13 T; Fig. 3(d)] implies that the transition temperature
is suppressed in applied magnetic field, as required for an
AFM. The overall field dependence is weak up to 13 T,
owing to the large critical fields in this system, and the
high-field portion of the phase diagram was explored using pulsed-field magnetization measurements (see below).

B.

Experimental determination of D, J and J 0

High-field magnetization. The pulsed-field magnetization of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 at low temperatures shows a
slightly concave rise with increasing field and a broadened
approach to saturation [Fig. 4(a)]. Two critical fields are
identified at 0.6 K, which correspond to an initial increase
and subsequent decrease in dM/dH close to 32 T and the
point where dM/dH → 0 near 54 T [Fig. 4(b), arrows].
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FIG. 5.
Field-temperature (H, T ) phase diagram for
[Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 , mapped out using data from heat capacity (HC) and pulsed-field magnetization (M) measurements. Here, XY -AFM = long-range XY -AFM order, FM
= fully polarized phase; and XY -Q1D is a region where
the moments are antiferromagnetically correlated along the
chains, with the Ni(II) moments oriented perpendicular to
those chains; Hc1 (Hc2 ) is the field at which the magnetization saturates when field is applied perpendicular (parallel)
to the hard axis. The µ0 Hc1 phase boundary (solid line) is
modeled using Eqn 3, whilst the µ0 Hc2 boundary (dashed
line) is a guide to the eye. The energy scale of the single-ion
anisotropy (D) is indicated by a dotted line for reference.

FIG. 4. (a) Magnetization M versus applied magnetic field
µ0 H for [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 measured in pulsed fields for selected T ≤ 15 K. (b) Differential susceptibility dM/dH versus
µ0 H for T = 0.6 K; Hc1 and Hc2 are shown by arrows. (c) Expansion of dM/dH versus µ0 H plots for several T , showing
how Hc1 moves to lower fields as T increases.

To interpret the primary features, we adopt a mean-field
model for AFM-coupled easy-plane S = 1 ions which
may be justified based on the ground state determined
from elastic neutron scattering (see above). Within this
model the saturation field should be anisotropic with an
easy plane and a hard axis such that two saturation fields
could be observed in the powder data. For fields perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic hard axis, each of
these saturation fields (Hc1 and Hc2 , respectively) can
be calculated using
µ0 Hc1 =

2nhJi
gµB

and µ0 Hc2 =

2nhJi + D
,
gµB

(2)

where n is the number of nearest neighbors for each magnetic ion and hJi is an average spin-exchange interaction.
In a powder measurement, a decrease in dM/dH starts
at Hc1 once a portion of the sample begins to saturate.
Finally, dM/dH → 0 at Hc2 , where no further increase
in the magnetization can occur as all Ni(II) moments are

aligned with the magnetic field.
The first critical field, Hc1 for [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6
is easily identified at all T < 15 K (Fig. 4). Combining these critical fields with the heat-capacity results
(above), the field-temperature phase diagram can be derived (Fig. 5). The phase boundary for fields applied
perpendicular to the magnetic hard axis (solid lines) is
fitted to the expression
α1 β1


H
.
Tc (H) = Tc (0) 1 −
Hc1

(3)

Fixing Tc (0) = 12.2 K, the resultant fitted parameters
are µ0 Hc1 = 32.0(3) T, α1 = 4.6(4), β1 = 0.56(4).
The temperature evolution of the saturation field for
fields parallel to the magnetic hard axis (µ0 Hc2 ) is harder
to follow; the dM/dH signal is lowest in this field region
and arises from a diminishing proportion of the sample as Hc2 is approached. In addition, as the temperature increases, the transition to saturation is broadened
further. At two of the lowest temperatures, however,
the saturation field can be identified and is found to be
µ0 Hc2 = 54(1) T at 0.6 K.
Using these critical fields in conjunction with Eqns. 2
and the powder average g-value27 of 2.08, we determine
D = 15(1) K and nhJi ≡ 2J + 4J 0 = 22.4(2) K.
To decompose nhJi into individual J and J 0 contributions, we appeal to a catalog of related coordination polymers that also contain square [Ni(pyz)2 ]2+ motifs31,40 (see Table S7 [30]). From these five compounds,
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within which the Ni(II) moments develop XY -anisotropy
(XY -Q1D) and their directions are antiferromagnetically
correlated for neighboring ions along the Ni—FHF—
Ni chains, with the moments arranged perpendicular to
these chains. On cooling further, there is a magnetic
phase transition to an ordered state. We assign this
to long-range order with XY moments antiferromagnetically and collinearly aligned to their nearest neighbors.
Starting from this ordered phase and applying a magnetic field, the system is driven through a field-induced
phase transition to a FM-like phase. This occurs for fields
bounded by the range Hc1 ≤ H ≤ Hc2 , depending on
whether the field is applied perpendicular (Hc1 ) or parallel (Hc2 ) to the z-direction. For powder measurements
of the magnetization this anisotropy leads to the slow
and broad approach toward saturation.

FIG. 6. Intensity contour plots of INS data with no background subtraction for: (a) T = 20 K, (b) T = 10 K, and
(c) T = 1.6 K. Panel (d) is the T = 1.6 K measurement after subtracting the T = 20 K data as a background. The
data were binned in units of 0.025 meV and 0.025 Å−1 and
then smoothed once with a 3 × 3-bin-sized Gaussian kernel.
White arrows in panel (d) highlight the locations of prominent
magnetic Bragg peaks as validated by the diffraction experiment on WISH [see Fig. 2(a)]. Panel (e) shows the simulated
powder INS spectrum for the parameters D = 13.3(1) K,
J = 10.4(3) K and J 0 = 1.4(2) K.

we glean an average J 0 = 0.9(2) K. Applying this to
[Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 leads to J = 9.4(5) K. Therefore,
the resultant D/J and J 0 /J ratios are more than and
less than one, respectively, consistent with a preliminary
DFT study27 used to calculate J 0 . These parameters are
in reasonable agreement with the results of INS measurements and Monte-Carlo simulations detailed below.
Using these results, the form of the phase diagram
shown in Fig. 5 can be interpreted. On cooling the
sample from room temperature in zero-field, the sample moves from a paramagnetic (PM) phase to a region

Inelastic neutron scattering. Figure 6(a-c) shows the
measured powder INS energy-momentum transfer spectrum of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz-d4 )2 ]SbF6 in zero-field for T =
1.6, 10 and 20 K. As the temperature decreases an upper bound of the spectrum appears at a neutron energy
transfer ≈ 3.4 meV. Given that the feature becomes more
pronounced on cooling, this T -dependence suggests that
it is likely associated with spin-wave formation due to
long-range magnetic order. The difference between the
T = 1.6 K and T = 20 K spectra [Fig. 6(d)] reveals
the magnetic spectrum more clearly, showing a band of
excitations that exists below 3.3 meV. Below 1 meV,
the high temperature background is large, leading to an
over-subtraction of the data. The energy scale, wavevector and temperature dependence of the scattering below 1 meV indicate that the large background may be
attributed to acoustic phonons that contribute to the
scattering intensity at these energies. Furthermore, a
small percentage of hydrogen in the sample due to incomplete deuteration could increase the background due
to the large incoherent cross-section of the 1 H isotope.
For T < Tc , magnetic Bragg peaks along E = 0 are
evident at |Q| ≈ 0.8 Å−1 , 1.6 Å−1 and 2.0 Å−1 [white
arrows in Fig. 6(d)] which is fully consistent with the
elastic neutron diffraction patterns.
Figure 7 shows the magnetic-field dependence of the
excitation spectrum. For each data set, a T = 20 K
background measurement at the same applied field was
made and subtracted from subsequent field-dependent
data. We found these 20 K spectra to give a reasonable
representation of the behavior of the paramagnetic phase
of our material. The peak in the zero-field spin-wave
density-of-states shifts to lower energy transfers as the
field increases. The magnetic Bragg peak at Q = 0.8 Å−1
does not shift with increasing field, indicating that the
periodicity of the long-range order does not change with
field (see inset of Fig. 8). For H > 0, [Fig. 7(b-d)], there
is some additional scattering intensity that is present at
energies higher than the top of the zero-field spin wave
band at 3.4 meV.
Integrating the data from Fig. 7 for momentum transfers in the range 0.8−2.5 Å−1 , (Fig. 8) illustrates how the
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FIG. 7. Background-subtracted magnetic-field dependent INS
data obtained at T = 1.5 K for (a) µ0 H = 0, (b) µ0 H = 3 T,
(c) µ0 H = 6 T, and (d) µ0 H = 10 T. Data were binned
and smoothed in a similar manner to those in Fig. 6. Data
measured at T = 20 K and at corresponding fields were used
as a paramagnetic backgrounds for each set taken at 1.5 K.

intense portion of the H = 0 spin-wave mode at an energy
transfer of 3.4 meV softens with applied field. There is
also a rise in scattering intensity at higher energy transfers with increasing field indicating that the degeneracy
of the spin-wave mode is lifted by the field and a portion
of the spectrum is moving to larger energy transfers.
With the material well within the ordered magnetic
phase at T = 1.6 K, we modeled the H = 0 spectrum
shown in Fig. 6(d) using the numerical spin wave calculation package SPINW29 . We use the aforementioned
zero-field magnetic structure as the basis for all subsequent simulations. The exchange interactions J and J 0
are included in the model as well as the anisotropy term
D as described in Eqn. 1. A powder-average spin-wave
spectrum is calculated for energy transfers between 2 and
4 meV for a large range of values in D, J and J parameter space. The limited range of energy transfer was
used for comparison to avoid the lower energy region due

FIG. 8. (Main plot): Background subtracted intensity as a
function of energy transfer (~ω) for magnetic fields µ0 H ≤
10 T. The data correspond to those shown in Fig. 7 integrated between 0.8 and 2.5 Å−1 in wave-vector transfer. The
solid lines correspond to the spin-wave calculations discussed
in the text; they use a randomly applied magnetic field orientation. (Inset) The open blue triangles correspond to the
field-dependent spin reorientations of the Ni(II) moments using the random-field calculation. The open blue squares correspond to the field-dependent spin reorientations of the Ni(II)
moments considering only moments applied along the c-axis
of the crystal. The shaded area is the range between a linear
field-dependent fit to this reorientation angle for each of the
models. The solid red squares (right axis) in the inset show
the location of the magnetic Bragg peak as a function of H.
The solid red line is a fit to a constant value.

to the acoustic-phonon scattering previously described.
Each simulated spin-wave spectrum was compared to the
measurement and a value of reduced χ2 was determined
for each triplet of energy parameters. Fitting parameters
for each simulation included a constant background and
an overall multiplicative prefactor to scale the calculated
scattering intensity41,42 . The best-fit parameters were
found from the minimum in reduced χ2 . Fig. 6(e) shows
the final simulated spectrum. The resulting parameters
were D = 13.3(1) K, J = 10.4(3) K and J 0 = 1.4(2) K,
with D and J falling in the range estimated from thermodynamic measurements. Any potential next-next-nearest
neighbor Ni—Ni exchange interaction along the a− and
b−axes (i.e., the diagonals of the [Ni(pyz)2 ]2+ square plaquettes, see Fig. 1), with a distance of 9.880 Å, would
likely be much smaller than J 0 and require measurements
on single crystals with improved energy resolution to determine accurately.
In addition, we calculated the magnetic-field dependence of the excitation spectrum. For this case, we perform the powder average using a random field direction
with the moments tilted by a fixed angle from their H = 0
orientation toward the applied field. We then average this
calculated spectrum over 128 random applied field directions. To achieve the correct weighting, each calculated
spectrum was normalized by a factor corresponding to
the cosine of the angle between the crystallographic abplane and the direction of the applied field. For each fixed
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magnitude of magnetic field, we use the H = 0 exchange
constants and vary the magnitude of the spin-canting
angle to compare the calculated spectrum to the measured INS spectrum, using an additive background and
overall multiplicative prefactor. The field-dependence of
the spin-canting angle determined from this method is
shown in the inset of Fig. 8. Here, the error bars correspond to an increase in reduced χ2 by 2.5%. The resulting lineshapes drawn in Fig. 8 are in good agreement
with the measured field-dependent spectra. Because of
the anisotropy intrinsic to our sample, it is possible that a
number of the grains of the powder would be rearranged
by the applied magnetic field. To understand this possibility, we considered the spectrum in Fig. 8 as if the
field was solely applied along the c-axis of the compound.
From examination of the spin-wave scattering intensity,
the c-axis component of field is mostly responsible for
the shift in the density of magnetic states to lower energy transfers. In this case, the spin canting angle determined as a function of applied field is smaller than
the random-field calculation, as is shown in the inset of
Fig. 8. For both calculations, we find that the ordered
magnetic moments gradually rotate from their H = 0
orientation toward the applied magnetic field as a function of the field. The powder nature of the sample does
not allow us to easily model the case of a distribution of
ordered moment orientations. Considering a linear dependence for the ordered moment direction as a function
of field for both models, the shaded region in the inset of
Fig. 8 represents the most likely range of canting angles
for different orientations of applied field.
Magnetic susceptibility The magnetic susceptibility of
[Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 exhibits a broad maximum at 16 K
associated with the formation of spin correlations along
the Ni—FHF—Ni chains as the sample is cooled27
[Fig. 9(a)]. There is a rapid decrease on reducing T
through the ordering transition at 12.2 K and the susceptibility plateaus as T is decreased further. The data
for T ≥ 10 K are compared to a simulation of the susceptibility (χsim ) using a 1D chain model43 of S = 1 ions
with intrachain exchange J and single-ion anisotropy D.
This model is reproduced in the Supplemental Material30
and can be used to attempt fits of χ(T ) data for powders.
Fixing the powder average g-factor to the published
value27 , g = 2.08, the susceptibility was simulated for
parameters in the range 0 ≤ D ≤ 30 K, 5 ≤ J ≤ 15 K
and 10 ≤PT ≤ 300 K (∆T P
= 1 K). The quality factor (R = i |χobs,i − χsim,i |/ i χobs,i , where χobs is the
experimentally-determined susceptibility and i runs over
all data points for T ≥ 10 K) was computed for each simulated curve. A contour plot of R across the D − J plane
[Fig. 9(b)] reveals bands of D and J values that produce
χsim curves providing equally good representations of the
data. This insensitivity of the quality factor to a detuning of D and J away from the minimum (white region)
indicates that the results of fitting the susceptibility with
the model of Ref. [43] should be treated with caution.
The parameters D and J are strongly correlated, which

FIG. 9. (a) Magnetic susceptibility χ versus temperature T
data for [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 (µ0 H = 0.1 T) interpolated to
evenly spaced temperatures in the range 2 ≤ T ≤ 300 K,
∆T = 1 K (χobs , points). (b) Contour plot of the quality
factor R in the D, J plane found by comparing the simulated
susceptibility (Eqns. S1 and S2 [30]) to the measured data
(see text for details). The result shows bands of D and J that
provide fits to the data of similar quality. The model (χsim )
that yields the minimum value of R (diamond) is displayed
as a solid line in panel (a).

likely results from their competing energy scale and the
fact that a low-field bulk measurement of the susceptibility, as obtained from a powder sample, cannot differentiate between the effects of the J 0 /J ratio and single-ion
anisotropy for an S = 1 chain.
The values of D and J deduced from the mean-field
analysis of the magnetization and the more precise results
obtained by simulating the INS data [Fig. 9(b), triangles]
both fall close to the white band in the contour map, indicating good consistency with the broad temperature
dependence of the χobs data. The high-field magnetization and INS measurements, however, offer a significant
advantage over the susceptibility analysis, as a single experiment can constrain both D and J. This results from
two key differences in the techniques as compared to the
low-field susceptibility measurements: (i) the high-field
magnetization is sensitive to the anisotropy of the critical field; and (ii) a local probe such as neutron scattering
is sensitive to the local symmetry of the magnetic centers and so a single experiment can constrain both D and
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FIG. 10.
(a) Simulated magnetization (M ) versus
field for [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 using a Monte-Carlo energyminimization routine for an 8-spin cluster governed by Eqn. 1
with D = 13.3 K, J = 10.3 K, J 0 = 1.43 K and g = 2.08.
M curves are obtained for 21 orientations of the field with
respect to the hard axis (colored lines show the unique angles) and the powder-average M (black line) is determined
(see [30]). Good agreement with the T = 0.6 K pulsed-field M
data (pink line) is achieved. (b) dM/dH as deduced from the
Monte-Carlo simulation (black line) compared with pulsedfield measurements (pink line).

J. Thus, the choice of a high-field or local experimental
probe was crucial to differentiate the effects of the J 0 /J
ratio and single-ion anisotropy in the magnetic properties
of this sample. Furthermore, the simulated susceptibility
curve that minimizes R [Fig. 9(a), line] significantly deviates from the measured data in the ordered phase. For
temperatures T ≤ Tc , the effects of finite interchain interactions (J 0 ) may not be ignored and this further complicates the analysis of the susceptibility at low T . Thus,
we find that the local INS probe is necessary to efficiently
and precisely determine the full set of parameters (D, J
and J 0 ) for [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 .

C.

Calculations and modeling

Monte-Carlo simulation of the magnetization. The magnetization of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 was calculated from
a Monte-Carlo energy minimization routine on an 8spin cluster for 21 orientations of the applied field with

respect to the magnetic hard-axis of the Ni(II) ions
[Fig. 10(a), colored lines]. The critical field was found
to be anisotropic, such that a greater applied field is required to saturate the moments as the field orientation is
moved away from the easy-plane. The resultant powderaverage magnetization was determined (thick line, see
Eqn. S3 [30]) and compared to the measured magnetization at T = 0.6 K (pink line). An overall good agreement
of the rounded approach towards saturation for the powdered sample is obtained. Furthermore, the parameters
D = 13.3 K, J = 10.3 K, J 0 = 1.43 K and g = 2.11
yield a good quantitative agreement for the two observed
critical fields [Fig. 10 (a)].
The measured pulsed-field magnetization develops a
slight concavity on approaching Hc1 with increasing field
as T is lowered below 8 K [Fig. 10(b)], which leads to
a peak in dM/dH at Hc1 . This behavior is not reproduced by the simulation that employed classical vectors
to represent the Ni(II) moments. The discrepancy may
be attributed to the development of quantum fluctuations of the S = 1 magnetic moments, which result from
the Q1D nature of the spin-exchange interactions44 that
act to suppress the magnetization at low temperatures.
The data also appear to exhibit a corresponding small
hump in dM/dH close to Hc2 .
At much lower fields (≈ 2 T), the experimental data
show a sharp rise in dM/dH. Though the neutronscattering data suggest that there is no preferred direction for the moments at low temperatures, this feature
could represent a precursor to very low temperature XY
symmetry breaking due to rhombic anisotropy or distortion of the exchange energy11 . Another possible explanation is the presence of antiferromagnetic domains17 at low
magnetic fields and temperatures. The peak close to 5 T
in the simulation is unrelated to the low-field peak in the
real data; instead, it is an artefact attributable to the finite number of cycles used to determine the ground state
spin configuration. This ultimately causes a slight underestimation of the magnetization in this field regime45 .
Theoretical spin-density distribution. Periodic DFT calculations on [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 enabled us to estimate
the J and J 0 exchange constants by calculating the energy of the FM state and of two different AFM states,
with spin pairing along the c-axis (AFMFHF ) or in the
ab-plane (AFMpyz ), as well as the full AFM state with
both kinds of pairing (see [30] for details). The energy difference ∆E between the FM and the AFMFHF or
AFMpyz states can be used to calculate J or J 0 , respectively, using Eqn. 1 and assuming the calculated ∆E to
be equivalent to the result of the corresponding Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The primary J can also be obtained
from E(AFM)−E(AFMpyz ), whereas J 0 can be obtained
from E(AFM) − E(AFMFHF ). Considering the experimental geometries, both approaches provided J = 9.2 K
and J 0 = 1.8 K, in good agreement with the model derived from INS. The calculated periodic wave function
also enabled mapping of the spin-density distribution in
all states. Fig. 11 shows the spin-density distribution of
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(a)

TABLE I. Parameters from Eqn. 1 (in Kelvin) as deduced from high-field magnetization data and inelastic
neutron-scattering (INS) experiments. For comparison, DFTcomputed values are included in the last column. To decompose nhJi into individual J and J 0 contributions from the
magnetization data it was necessary to infer an average value
of J 0 from a catalog of related coordination polymers that
also contain square [Ni(pyz)2 ]2+ motifs (see Table S7 in [30]).
Parameter (K) M (H) data INS data DFT
D
15 (1) 13.3(1)
–
J
9.4(5) 10.4(3) 9.2
J0
0.9(2)
1.4(2) 1.8

(b)

FIG. 11.
The electron spin-density distribution in the
(a) [110] and (b) [001] planes, calculated for the AFM state
(solid and dashed lines represent the excess or defect of α
spin-density; contours are drawn with a logarithmic increase).
The spin density is delocalized along both ligand types. However, the spin delocalization is essentially quenched along Ni—
pyz—Ni because only the σ skeleton is involved. In contrast,
the spin delocalization is not disrupted along the Ni—FHF—
Ni bridge.

the AFM state. For all states (FM or AFM), the Ni atom
bears ≈ 1.75e of excess spin, where 2e is the maximum
possible excess spin. The remaining 0.25e is delocalized
onto all ligands and are responsible for the observed magnetic exchange. Despite J 0  J, the largest spin population lies on the pyrazine N-atom (≈ 0.05e), whereas only
0.02e reside on the F-atoms. This is certainly caused by
N being a stronger donor than F− (in accord with the
spectrochemical series). However, because the exchange
mechanism through pyrazine is mainly σ-type (as shown
for some Cu-pyrazine networks)46 it is not as effective
for the magnetic exchange, which explains the smaller
J 0 . The optimal delocalization via the pyrazine-bridge
would occur through the π−electrons which are not significantly involved in the spin density. In fact, population
analysis shows that the atomic p orbitals of N and C involved in the pyrazine π−system contribute little to the
overall spin density. On the other hand, the short F—F

FIG. 12. Phase diagram of S = 1 Q1D materials as a function of intrachain exchange (J), interchain interaction (J 0 )
and single-ion anisotropy (D). The phase boundaries are the
results of quantum Monte-Carlo calculations12 . The position
of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 as determined from both pulsed-field
magnetization and INS (triangles) predicts the material to
have an antiferromagnetic XY -ordered ground state. The positions of the quantum paramagnet7 NiCl2 -4SC(NH2 )2 (star)
and Haldane-chain system11 [Ni(HF2 )(3-Clpy)4 ]BF4 (circle)
are included for comparison.

distance in the HF−
2 ligand likely promotes more effective
spin delocalization, as evident in Fig. 11(a).

III.

CONCLUSIONS

[Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 retains tetragonal symmetry for
temperatures down to 1.5 K and may be characterized as
a Q1D S = 1 quantum magnet that exhibits a 3D XY AFM ground state below 12.2(1) K as determined from
high-resolution elastic neutron scattering. The magnetic
properties can be described by the Hamiltonian in Eqn. 1,
with D = 13.3(1) K, J = 10.3(3) K and J 0 = 1.4(2) K
as determined by INS measurements. We showed that
these values are in reasonable agreement with the initial
estimates deduced from high-field magnetization studies
(see Table I), while low-field bulk thermodynamic probes
such as magnetic susceptibility were unable to satisfactorily untangle the effects of the J 0 /J ratio and single-ion
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anisotropy. Compared to the previous study27 , the DFT
results presented in this work more closely agree with the
experimentally derived J and J 0 parameters.
The predicted12 phase diagram for easy-plane (D > 0)
Q1D spin-1 systems is shown in Fig. 12. The phase
boundaries, as deduced from QMC calculations, separate
regions of XY −AFM order from the disordered quantum
paramagnetic and Haldane phases; the three phases converge12 at the quantum critical point D/J = 0.97. The
relative position of [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 is indicated on
the phase diagram using both the precise J 0 /J and D/J
ratios from INS and those estimated from a mean-field
analysis of the critical fields observed in pulsed-field magnetization. Both estimates predict [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6
to exhibit an XY -AFM ground state, though only INS
independently determined all three parameters needed
to validate this prediction. The lack of a gapped ground
state is in full agreement with both the field-dependent
heat capacity, which showed clear evidence of a transition to an AFM ground state, and the refined magnetic
structure from elastic neutron scattering in zero field.
Prior to the current work, only one real material had
been identified as being close to the quantum critical
point, D/J ≈ 1. This region of the phase diagram has
attracted wide theoretical and numerical attention11 ; besides unusal phenomena that may accompany the critical point, it separates two topologically distinct gapped
phases with different parity. [Ni(HF2 )(pyz)2 ]SbF6 is an
excellent candidate to study this region; molecular architecture (e.g. isotopic substitution or variation of the
counter-ion), pressure or (especially) uniaxial stress can
be used to fine-tune the parameters D, J and J 0 to explore the phase diagram and further test the predictions
of QMC simulations for Q1D S = 1 systems. Pressure
studies along a line D/J = constant traversing from XY antiferromagnet to quantum paramagnet would yield the
intriguing possiblity of tracing lines of quantum critical
points between the three phases.
While there is no substitute for the detailed study
of single crystals, the success of this work on powder samples demonstrates the complementary capabilities of the micro- and macroscopic probes involved.
More specifically, the experimental sequence is as follows: (i) micro-crystal synchrotron X-ray diffraction determines the crystal structure; (ii) using this structure,
an analysis of the powder-elastic neutron diffraction establishes the magnetic ground state and charts the evolution of the ordered moment as a function of temperature; (iii) from this ground-state magnetic structure,
an analysis of the powder-inelastic neutron scattering
determines the magnetic exchange and anisotropy pa-
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rameters; (iv) an independent estimate of these parameters is possible via a careful analysis of the high-field
powder magnetometry data and is found to be in good
agreement with the results of the neutron scattering;
(v) the field-temperature phase diagram is mapped out
using high-field-magnetization and heat-capacity measurements. Having established the applicability of the
methodology, we are currently applying this experimental protocol to other S = 1 materials.
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